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The Good Exchange launches additional features for the charitable grant making community 

New functionality includes CRM data sharing and WhatsApp integration 

Newbury, June 2019 – Not-for-profit, charity-owned on-line matching platform, The Good Exchange, 

has today announced significant updates to its online charitable giving solution, providing the ability to 

share the information its single application form gathers from charitable causes seeking funding with 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems utilised by funders to manage their grant making 

processes.  Additional new functionality includes integration with WhatsApp, allowing users to add a 

WhatsApp ‘share’ icon on their organisation and/or fundraising project page, enabling people to instantly 

message friends and family about the fundraising projects they care about to drive donations and 

awareness. 

Developed in partnership with CRM consultancy, Hyphen8, the new CRM functionality, available to all 

registered funders on The Good Exchange, will allow users to create a comprehensive extract of the 

grant application data from all projects that have been auto-matched or shortlisted to their grant giving 

criteria and import the data into their CRM-based grant management systems. Any grant-giving 

organisation, such as a charitable foundation or trust, using a CRM system to manage their grant 

funding, could populate their database systems from this extracted data and use it to enhance their 

decision making while maintaining their own grant management and due diligence processes.  

The first organisation to use the new functionality will be Oxfordshire Community Foundation (OCF) 

which will be importing over seventy fields of information about each matched or shortlisted charitable 

project directly into its Salesforce CRM system to augment the grant management process and enable 

the Foundation to communicate more quickly and seamlessly with charitable organisations that are 

looking for grants. 

“We strongly believe that collaboration and integration is the way forward in the charitable funding 

sector,” said Jayne Woodley, CEO, OCF. “This new functionality will allow us to quickly and easily extract 

the data about all shortlisted and matched charitable projects directly from The Good Exchange platform 

into our Salesforce CRM solution, increasing the efficiency of our grant administration processes and 

decision-making as well as facilitating greater engagement with the causes that we support.” 

Meanwhile, the WhatsApp integration reflects the growing shift towards more private sharing and the 

popularity and success of WhatsApp (which has an estimated 36 million users in the UK)1 for personal 

communication. Charities and Community Groups using The Good Exchange and visitors to their 

organisational and fundraising project pages will have the option to share links and personalised 

information with their WhatsApp contacts to publicise fundraising activities and drive more donations. In 

contrast, while sharing via social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter can reach larger 

audiences, messages are much less personalised and are broadcast to all followers.  

“As an organisation with digital at the heart of our ethos and offering, we’re always looking for ways to 

innovate and evolve our platform to augment its charitable matching capabilities and make the grant 

management and application process faster and easier for everyone,” said Ed Gairdner, COO of The 

Good Exchange. “Thanks to the skills of the Hyphen8 CRM services team, we’ve been able to start the 

journey towards a seamless integration between our not-for-profit platform and leading grant-

management and CRM solutions. The sharing of information between The Good Exchange’s single 

application form and grant makers’ own grant management, CRM systems and application forms will 

facilitate the matching of charitable fundraising projects to as many grants as possible whilst allowing 

Trustees to retain full control over the grant making process. 

This will streamline the grant decision-making process for every grant-maker by minimising the 

application and shortlisting timetable and cutting the effort required. This will free up time to build deeper 

                                                           
1 The global state of digital 2019, Hootsuite: https://hootsuite.com/en-gb/resources/digital-in-2019 
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relationships with the charitable organisations they support and for collaborating with funders, fundraisers 

and donors to help close the funding gap and make charitable funding accessible to all sizes and types 

of charities. 

“The CRM integration development is a key example of how Hyphen8’s passion to work in partnership 

with non-profit organisations to transform the way they work using cloud technologies can benefit the 

charitable industry as a whole” said Elaine Forth, CEO, Hyphen8.  “We look forward to working with The 

Good Exchange going forward to continue to drive CRM-based innovation and collaboration in the 

charitable sector.” 

Gairdner concluded: “Our decision to support WhatsApp integration is in recognition of the changing 

communications landscape, in which it has become one of the most popular apps in use across the 

world. Sharing fundraising information via WhatsApp brings a user-friendly, simple and instant way for 

everyone supporting fundraising organisations on The Good Exchange to communicate about and drive 

donations for the charitable activities that are closest to their hearts. 

“Further platform updates are currently underway as we continue to innovate our offering; watch this 

space!” 

About The Good Exchange 

The Good Exchange is a transformational not-for-profit, charity-owned cloud platform specifically 
designed to match those organisations and individuals who have money to give to good causes with 
those who need it most; on a local, regional and national basis. As the only platform to bring together 
grant-making, donations, charitable projects and fundraising in one place, the automated matching 
system with its simple single on-line application form will revolutionise charitable giving, making it more 
accessible, transparent and collaborative. For the first time, those seeking to raise money for local good 
causes will be able to access all sources of funding including charitable trusts, corporate givers, 
fundraisers and public through a single process. 

About Oxfordshire Community Foundation 

Oxfordshire Community Foundation is an independent charity that connects people who care with 
causes that matter. We inspire local philanthropy, and nurture community-based solutions to key social 
problems across Oxfordshire. 

We are one of 46 community foundations in the UK, and over 1,800 similar foundations around the world. 
Community foundations collaborate with private philanthropists, family trusts, businesses and the public 
sector to provide a permanent, flexible and growing source of local charitable funding. Community 
foundations across the UK have collectively made over £1 billion in charitable grants. 

About Hyphen8 

Hyphen8 is a CRM consultancy and Salesforce partner specialising in grant-making solutions.  Our 

focus, and passion, is to work in partnership with non-profit organisations to transform the way they work 

by offering a complete range of services.  This includes consultancy on best practice processes and 

solution design; implementation of powerful solutions to improve collaboration, reduce costs and 

increase efficiency and impact. Our flexible customer care programmes support users and help them to 

continually adapt their solution and deliver product innovation to develop applications and accelerators 

that benefit all non-profit communities. 

Hyphen8 has a social mission to commit up to 8% of our profits to benefit non-profit communities and is 

a proud participant in the Pledge 1% programme. 
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